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Profile

News l\!Iagazine for Alumni, Parents, and Friends of the Univer ity of Minnesota, Morris

I

University of Minnesota, Morris

Volume IV, Edition 2, Winter 2000

"This is a chance for us
all to have a bit offun,
and to show our pride in
being part of UMM and
the Univ•'!rsity of Minnesota. Anid that, by golly,
we know and are proud,
too, that we are in a small
town in Wf'!St central Minnesota whiere a new water
tower is a big deal."
-Interim Chancellor Schuman
Between 300-500 campus community members showed up for a
fun photo iln front of the newly
constructed Morris water tower.
The tower, which was erected by
the City of Morris behind the

campus' sou th parking lot,
proudly displays the University's
maroon "M" on the side facing
the Morris campus and an orange
"M" and tiger head facing Morris
Area High School. A Physical
Plant truck with a "cherry picker"
hoisted photographer Dean Danter
in the air to take the photo.

•Sneak Preview•
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The University of Minnesota, Morris is true to its mission of education, research and
outreach. Inquisitive and creative
students challenge a
quality faculty.
Renowned faculty
engage m
scholarly research
about the Minnesota
River, daydreams and
deformed frogs. Morris campus
partnerships with our west central
Minnesota region -- and beyond -- enrich and strengthen the bonds
that unite our communities.
This issue of Profile is dedicated to our partner communities, and to celebrating the
successful partnerships that enliven and substantiate our mission.

par~nei:ship

moil:el:
The Regional
RIBBON CUTTING Jim Mahoney '85, Morris City Council; Dick Felstul, Morris Area
School Board; Skip Sherstad '77, Stevens County, and Sam Schuman, UMM, cut the ribbon
during the Regional Fitness Center dedication on October 16.

he RP(] is ,quickly becoming an icon in west central Minnesota.
P,;,om Vfryearly morning to late at night people of all ages are taking
advantage of this new facility ...you might see pre-schoolers and their
parents taking a swim class or families enjoying open swim time ... or
observe f enior citizens enjoying a walk around the three-lane
track... kids shooting a game of horse and right next to them a group
of college or high school friends playing a little 3 on 3 basketball...
-Cindy Perkins
Director, Morris Community Education

The Regional Fitness Center
(RFC), .a joint venture of the

TRAINED and certified staff oversee a stateof-the-art weight training facility.

Twelve years ago, I bought my dad a UMM Sports Club membership,

model of public-private
collaboration.
Half of the $5 million cost of
the facility, $2.5 million, was
appropriated by the state

to use UMM's P.E. Center facilities, as a Christmas gift. He had
recently retired and I felt he might enjoy it. I had no idea whether he
would use it at all...Once he became comfortable with the facility he
used it practically every day. Exercise and fitness became a part of his
everyday life ...! share this story with you because I know everybody
here today has someone in their lives who would benefit from this
facility. Please do them a huge favor and take the time to introduce
them to our Regional Fitness Center.
-Steven "Skip" Sherstad '77
Stevens County Commissioner
RFC dedication, October 16, 1999

legislature in 1998. Local and
private funding completed the
project, with significant
in vestments fr. . om area bus.'[nesses
·.. ·

'

and individuals, the.health care
community, and local banks. Both
Stevens County a nd the City of
Morris contributed $200,000, and
voters of the school.district
approved a $] million levy for the
. facility.
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EXPANDED gymnasium space provides opportunities for youth recreational basketball, Community Education programming, and UMM intramural activities .

The Regional Fitness Center was a partnership from the beginning
-- a shared dream, from its vision ... to its planning ... to its advisory
groups ... to its fundraising and programming.

Located on the Morris
campus adjacent to the

RFC:
providing
affordable
fitness and
recreational
opportunities
to Stevens
County
and the
surrounding
area

Physical Education Center,
the RFC houses a walking/
jogging track, an eight-lane
competition pool with diving
\

tank, a zero-depth entry
recreational pool with
waterslide, two gymnasiums,
weight training and
cardiovascular fitness area,
and multipurpose room.

A RECREATIONAL POOL offers warm aerobics, UMM residence hall floor parties,
children 's birthday parties and swimming lessons.

A board of directors, comprised1
of community, city, school

The Fitness Center is absolutely FANTASTIC, espcially for retired people. I
have used the walking track -- walking outside is great -- but the feel of (the
track) ...you can really work up speed and the surface is even. I've heard people
say they don't have the time to use (the RFC) -- it's all in what you set you mind
to. When my grand kids come, I know they'll use it. I'm glad I worked on the
fundraising.

board, county and UMM
repre~entatives, facilitated
construction and serves as the
faci{(ty's governing board.

-Doris Benson, Morris
Retired, UMM Business Office

It is important for citizens
throughout the Morris region
to realize that the RFC is for
anyone in the region to use,
and in fact its success will
depend upon it. Within the
first week of the RFC opening,
I had people from four surrounding communities -Starbuck, Hancock, Herman,
Chokio -- tell me that they
were looking at joining the
center; this displayed to me
that the RFC was already on
its way to being regional.
Families, young and old, need
to take the time to tour the
facility and consider working
its membership into their
routine.
-Rep. Torrey Westrom
R-District 13A, Elbow Lake

,
A WELL-EQUIPPED cardiovascular fitness area offers opportunities•for college students and
commuo;ty c;t;zeos at;ke to wo,k out v;rtually aoy ,;me
day.
,

ofr

The RFC has become a popular addition to the campus and to the region. Not only is the RFC a
place for physical.fitness, it also provides the campus and the community with a place to interact with
each other in more ofa social setting-- Community Education classes, intramurals and high school
practices are being held... the seniors really like the walking track and the kids love the new
waterslide and pool.
-Bruce Klopfleisch '84
Chair, RFC Board of Directors

II

partners in our
•
•
mission

CAMPAIGN

O

MINNESOTA

"Today, the University of Minnesota, Morris announces with pride a fundraising campaign
which is true to ourselves, at our best. True to the dreams of those whose courage created this
place 40 years ago, true to the work and energy and imagination of all of us who are part of
UMM's very extended family, true to our predecessors - the Sisters of Mercy and their
American Indian Boarding School, and the West Central School ofAgriculture - and true to
the hopes, aspirations, and talents of those who will be on our campus a year from now and a
century from now."
-Interim Chancellor Sam Schuman

Interim Chancellor Sam
Schuman announced in October "a defining moment" _in the
40-year history of the Morris
campus - the kickoff of a
$6 million dollar fundraising
campaign. UMM's campaign is
an integral part of the all
University of Minnesota
Campaign Minnesota, intended
to improve quality throughout
the University.

Campaign objectives: "Resources that will give us the flexibility to meet tomorrow's challenges
tomorrow - not the day after tomorrow."
•Resources for students; in particular, for student scholarships and especially for scholarship support
for students in the second, third and fourth year of study at UMM.
•Resources for a dedicated and gifted faculty and a prideful and skilled staff; funding for competitive
compensation and for professional development.
•Resources for academic facilities; equipment, tools, technology and strategic investments in the
campus, including the remodeling of Edson Auditorium.

Profile

DR. JOOINN LEE AND JANE KILL
Co-chairs, campus capital campaign committee
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Profile is published three times a year by
the Office of University Relations in cooperation with the Alumni Association and
the Office of the Chancellor at the University of Minnesota, Morris . Submissions,
questions or co mments may be directed to
Judy Riley . Questions or comments regarding alumni activities may be directed
to Vivian Heltemes. For questions regarding financial contributions to UMM, contact Maddy Maxeiner.

JUDY RILEY
Editor, University Relations 320/589-6050
E-mail : ri leyjk@m rs.umn.edu
VIVIAN HELTEMES
Director/Alumni Relations 320/589-6066
E-mail : heltemes @mrs.umn .edu
MADDY MAXEINER
Assoc. Vice Chancellor/External Relations
320/589-6386
E-mail: maxeinme@mrs.umn.edu

Visit the University of Minnesota, Morris
Website at http://www.mrs.umn.edu.

CAMPAIGN

O

MINNESOTA

UMM: Educating Minnesota's 'best' students
"The University ofMinnesota, Morris has been,forfour decades, unanimous and unswerving in its focus
on excellence as a public liberal arts college. Thanks to the generosity and sweat of those who have built
this place and continue to build it, we are today arguably the best public liberal arts college in America.
When we have successfully completed the campaign we formally inaugurate today, there will be no
argument."
-Interim Chancellor Sam Schuman
Campaign Minnesota Kickoff
October 15, 1999

"It takes a special kind of
loyalty - and a special kind of
person - to lend their time and
energy to the support of an
institution they value," said
President Yudof at the kickoff.
"Bravo to you, volunteers!"
-University of Minnesota President Mark Yudof

''True to
ourselves
at our best''

UNDER THE LEADERSHIP of Capital Campaign co-chairs, UMM alumni
John Dayton '69 and Bob Gandrud '65, the UMM Capital Campaign Executive
Committee will contribute talent, vision and energy to the campaign. Co-chairs
are: UMM alumni leadership- Ed Cai llier '75, Vadnais Heights; Ron Jost '69,
Ham Lake; and Linda Oslund '67, Fridley; West Central School of Agriculture
leadership-Les Bensch '59; Morris and regional leadership - Warrenn Anderson '73 and Bud Rentz '93; parents leadership-Dr. Glen and Ms. Oree
Robinson, Stillwater; and campus leadership-Jane Kill and Dr. Jooinn Lee.

"As the U of M president, I am tremendously proud
of the campaign effort you've put
together here in Morris - UMM exemplifies my
university-wide goals for excellence in
undergraduate education."
-University of Minnesota President Mark Yudof

For more information on how you can become a part of
Campaign Minnesota, contact the Office of External Relations
(320) 589-6386.

PRESIDENT MARK YUDOF participated in the Morris
campus campaign announcement.
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Class notes were compiled and edited by
Katie Graham 'O J, student intern in the
Office of Alumni Relations. Every effort is
made to be accurate in communicating your
updates. Without intending to change the
context of your submissions, we reserve the
right to edit your class note contribution
due to space limitations.

vice. He lives in Madison.

CLASS OF '75

CLASSOF'83

Loretta (Kollar) Fogle passed away on
August 30 in Omaha. She was a caseworker
for the Nebraska Department of Social Services and also played the organ for various
churches.

Linda (Valle) and Ed Caillier moved to a
new home in Vadnais Heights. Linda is
looking forward to redecorating.

Julie (Bystol) Critz is principal at
Minnewaska Area High School. She lives
in Glenwood with her husband, Mitch, and
daughters, Jessica and Mikayla.

CLASS OF '70
CLASSOF'65
Kay (Joranger) and Jim Carlson have
taught music at UMM for the past 22 years.
The Minnesota Music Educators Association named Jim one of four 1999 Music
Educators of the Year.

Kay Keskinen was named database administrator for Information Technology Services at the University of Idaho in Moscow.
"I am now in my 28th year at UI, with a
countdown to retire ment set for June 30,
2007. How time flies after li fe at UMM."

Robert Gandrud was elected chairman of
the board and will continue to serve as chief
executive officer at Lutheran Brotherhood.
He and his wife Nancy li ve in Minneapoli s.

Bob Novak retired from 3M after 25 years.
He purchased the Hallett House Bed and
Breakfast ne ar Crosby a nd live s in
Deerwood.

CLASSOF'66

Hannah (Tvedt) Sanders is a family researcher. She has written genealogy books
that have traced and documented the ancestry and descendancy of her paternal grandfather and her maternal grandmother.
Hannah also teaches Norwegian to Sons of
Norway members. She lives in Glenwood.

Paulette Fairbanks Molin co-edited the
book American Indian Stereotypes in the
World of Children, Second Edition (Scarecrow Press '99). She also co ntributed
'"Puckered Moccas ins: ' Selected Writings
from Chippewa Students at Hampton lnstitu te " to Stories Mi gra tin g Hom e
(Loonfeather Press '99). Paulette lives in
Hampton, Va.
Cheryl (Simpson) Retrum retired after
teaching social studies for 33 years at
MACCRA Y High School in Clara City. "I
am now relaxing at home in Willmar."
CLASSOF'67
Kathie (Neumann) and Walt Blenkush
'68 live in Poway, Calif. Walt is an airline
pilot with US Airways and Kathie has a
part-time floral design business. Their oldest son works and lives in Escondido and
their youngest son attends school in Boston.
"We would love to hear from 'old' friends."
Kathie and Walt can be reached by e-mail at
<blenkush@hotmail.com>.
Elroy Podratz and his wife Sharon live in
Wadena. "We became first-time grandparents twice within six weeks. Also, our son
Steven '91 married in August."
Mary Lou (Allen) Smith taught in the
Milan Schools for 27 years. She now substitutes at surrounding schools and spends
time with her five children and 11 grandchildren. Mary serves the Appleton community by volunteering for several organizations including the Holloway Development Board, Over 50Club, Meals on Wheels,
and the Swift County Concert Band.

Dave Thielman took a long-term disability
leave after 14 years as athletic director at
Richfield. Fatigue caused by multiple sclerosis was a factor in his decision.

Nick and Anne (Erickson) Ripperger '00
of Morris have purchased the Grant County
Herald. They also own the Herman Review
and the Chokio Review.

Patricia (Wrobel) Strickland is human
resources and communications director at
Raytheon Naval and Maritime Systems.
"My husband Robert and I are enjoying the
change from desert beauty to the beauty of
the sea." They moved from Tucson, Ariz. ,
to Jamestown, R.I.
CLASS OF'69
Gary Boraas was honored by Lac qui Parle
Valley School District for 25 years of serpage 6

Merrie (Schwarze) Miller, an elementary
teacher in the Eden Valley-Watkins school
di strict for 24 years, was honored at Central
Minnesota Cooperative' s 1999 Educational
Excellence Banquet and A ward Ceremony
as an outstanding educational leader.
CLASS OF'77
Kent Meyers teaches at Black Hills State
University at Spearfish, S.D. His new book,
Light in the Crossing, is made up of 12
stories about the .people in a fiction al Midwest town. His other books are The Witness
of Combines and The River Warren.
Pat Schulze bought a new home in Nutley,
N.J. "My boys, Patrick and Philip, are
adjusting to new schools and I' m learning
carpentry the hard way."

Bob Holmes is a senior compensation analyst with FSI International in Chaska. In
June '98 he graduated from the UM Carlson
School of Management with a M.A. in human resources. He lives in St. Paul and can
be
reached
by
e-mail
at
<rtholmes@uswest.net>.
CLASS OF '84
Mara (Popp) Jahnke is area operations
manager fo r the Star Tribune in Sauk Rapids. Her address is 2760-10th Ave NE, Sauk
Rapids, MN 56379.
Daniel Maiden graduated from Drew Theological Seminary in 1988 and since has
served congregations in New York and Pennsylvania. During a seven and one half year
ministry with Catholic Charities, Diocese
of Rockville Centre, he helped establish the
first freestanding dental clinic fo r persons
with HIV/AIDS in New York. Daniel lives
in Manhattan where he is the office administrator for the Northeastern Region of the
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ).
Tamara (Ayers) and Bernie Novak '82
and their five children have moved to Ashby
where Bernie is principal of public schools.
He is also the athletic director, student
council adviser, honor society adviser, and
counselor of the student's day-to-day schedule.

CLASS OF '78
Brad Pickle is manager of the new Re-

CLASSOF'73
Sue (Rosenberg) and Steve Aagesen both
teach high school biology . Steve teaches in
Paynesville and Sue teaches in AtwaterCosmos-Grove City . Their daughter,
Heather, graduated from UMM in '99;
their son, Bret, plays footb all at UMM; and
their daughter, Erin, is a senior in high
school.
Jerry Jesness was honored in International
Who 's Who ofProfessional Educators, 1999.
He teaches in Los Fresnos, Texas, where he
lives with his wife, Liz, and their three
daughters .

Jeff Arnold, G·r eg Lanners, and Mark
Williamson were inductecfoito the Cougar
Hall of Fame during the 1999 UMM homecoming festivities . Jeff lives in Morris and
is part owner in a retail fertilizer business in
Hancock. Greg is an elementary school
teacher and the strength and conditioning
coordinator at Alexandria Public Schools.
Mark is a dentist in Britton, S.D.
Richard Linden is finishing his fifth year
as assistant superintendent for the Pine Plains
School District. He lives in Hopewell Junction, NY.
CLASSOF'80

Paul Miller was inducted into the Apple
Valley Hall of Fame. He coached the football team there from 1980-1996, where his
teams made seven trips to the state playoffs
and won two state championships. Paul has
been the head football coach at St. Olaf
since 1996 and lives in Burnsville.
Carol (Peterson) and Peter Person live in
Duluth. Carol is a district court judge.
Peter, CEO of St. Mary's/Duluth Clinic
Health System, has completed a MBA at the
University of St. Thomas.
CLASSOF'74

Jo (Stavenger) and Gary Sethney '69
moved to Chaska in July. Gary is a senior
buyer for Mammoth , Inc., and Jo is job
hunting. Their daughter Cathy works at
Federated Insurance and their daughter Lisa
attends school at Southwest State University .

Northstar Genetics recog nized Randy
Haberer for his sales leadership by awarding him membership to their prestigious
wi nner's circle. Haberer Seed Farm introduced North star soybeans and wheat to a
large number of growers in Minnesota. He
li ves near Morris.

CLASSOF'72

CLASSOF'68
Charles Miller retired after teaching English for 31 years at Waubun and Cambridge-Isanti high schools. He and his wife,
Dorot hy, built a retirement home in Dawson
and "are enjoying being back home."

Tom Gillespie retired after almost 25 years
as the city building official for Morris. "I' II
still be doing some consulting and inspections for lending institutions." Tom and his
wife, Betty, live in Hancock .

Brenda (DeKruif) Boever works in the
advising department at UMM. She has
received a master of liberal studies degree
from UM .
Naomi (Williams) Hatfield is the new activities director at Austin High School.
Terry Petek and her husband, Dave, have
"made a lifestyle change!" After working at
UM for 17 years and living in Minneapolis,
they have moved to Northfield. "I am going
to try my hand at staying home with our
children, Kasey and Jack."

gional Fitness Center on the UMM campus.

He oversees the finances , personnel, and
programming of the RFC.

CLASS OF '85
Bonnie (Mills) Kruse married Brian on
July 10. They live in Marshall where Bonnie
is an insurance specialist with Farm Credit
Services. "It was a lot of fun having many
UMM friends at the wedding."
Sue (Jung) and Lee Varpness both teach
band at Montevideo Middle School. Lee
teaches full time and Sue is a part-time
assistant. Lee also teaches low brass lessons at UMM. "Our four kids keep us busy
at home."
Tina (Denmark) Walker, a micro computer consultant/trainer for Micro Software
Consultants, married "my college sweetheartTerry Walker on August 7." They live
in Gaithersburg, Md.
Mike Winge has joined the staff at Long
Prairie Dental Clinic. In 1998 he received
the MDA New Dentist Leadership Award.
Mike and his wife, Lorraine, have three
children, Kevin, Kyle and Allison.
CLASSOF'86

Evelyn (Wietzke) Dahlke of Arlington received a master of divinity deg ree from
Luther Seminary and is assigned to the St.
Paul Area Synod. Evelyn has three daughters.
Kevin Flicker received a grant from the
Lake Region Arts Council that allowed him
to purchase a Japanese Karatsu kick-wheel.
Kevin teaches ceramics at UMM . His wife
Judy (Collins) is a painter and early childhood special education worker.
Robbie Pederson recently moved to Louisville, Ky ., with his wife Anne and son
Nathan . He is vice president of global
sourcing for AAF-McQuay.

CLASS OF '81
Theresa Schulte lives in Longmont, Colo .,
and works as the city's recreation supervisor, division of senior services. "I plan and
implement all the recreation, education,
health-wellness classes, special events, athletics, and trips. I love Colorado and enjoy
life."
CLASSOF'82
Scott Breberg is elementary principal at
Dawson-Boyd. He received his master's
degree and administration license from St.
Mary's of Minneapolis .

Sue (Baker) and James Dieter '84 of Morris announce the birth of Agnes Anne on
June 27.
Bart Hill lives with his wife, Julie, and two
sons in Madison. Bart was honored for I 0
years of service by Lac qui Parle Valley
schools where he is a fourth grade teacher,
head baseball coach, and an assistant boys'
basketball coach.
Lonnie Seifert is now activities director/
dean of students at Montgomery-Lonsdale
Schools where he has worked for 11 years.
He is also head girls ' basketball coach.
Lonnie lives in Montgomery with his wife,

Catch in~WGWGMmu1■wwaM&o1>1111111W1ua~1Mmim11,,m.-J
Brenda, and their children, Kendra and Kale.

CLASS OF '90

CLASS OF '87

Stacey (Breidenbach) Anderson wrote,
"As many of you know, my husband, Russell
Anderson, died as a result of a car accident
in March of '98. At the time I was pregnant
with our first child. Canaan Michael was
born in July '98 and looks a lot like his dad.
I work at the S.D. State Forensic Lab as a
serologist and enjoy the daily challenges it
provides. Please drop in to see us in Pierre
or
send
e-m a i I
to
<rsanders@sd.cybernex .net>."

Lisa (Lillie) Henze and her husband, Brent,
announce the birth oftheirdaughter, Tawnee,
on August 31 . Tawnee joins her siblings,
Amber and Dylan, at home in Rochester.
Lisa can be reached by e-mail at
<henzes@rconnect.com>.
Jenny Jesseph is a poet and teacher who
spoke at UMM' s Summer Scholars Program biotech class. She lives in Oronoco
with her husband , Randy.
Matthew LeFabvre was a part of what the
Minneapolis Star Tribune calls "a wonderful design team" for the production of "The
School for Scandal" at the Guthrie Theatre
this summer. " Hurrah for Lefebvre·•s florid
costumes and great wigs ." He lives in St.
Paul with his wife, Marie.
Allen Shofe relocated from the United Kingdom to WashingtonD .C . in July and handles
all international regulatory matters for British American Tobacco.
Jeff Williams and his wife Kristy, announce
the birth of their son, Kristian. They Jive in
Shorewood and Jeff is a manufacturer sales
representative. " I would like to say hello to
all of my friends and remember to say no to
SFUBS ."
Jean (Vos) and Todd Valnes live in Morris. Jean is an ag manager technician at
Farm Credit Services - AgCountry in Morris and Graceville, and is responsible for
providing customers with information and
preparing financial reports.
CLASSOF'88
Kathy Meyer ran Grandma's Marathon in
Duluth this summer. She finished among
the top half of women runners with a time of
4:27. 18. Kathy also became a grandmother
last spring. She lives in Morris and teaches
in Willmar.
Ribsy Petermeier his wife, Kris, and their
sons, Brent and Kyle, announce the birth of
Nate Allen. Ribsy teaches third grade and
coaches football, girls basketball, and
fastpitch softball in Browerville.
CLASS OF'89
Steve Lang is director of news and information at Sul Ross State University in Alpine
Texas. "My most recent adventures include
boat and donkey rides to Boquillas, Mexico,
and two and a half weeks Down Under in the
Australian bush working on a book project."
He is editing a manuscript written by Jack
Fletcher, a Texan and Australian cattleman,
developer, and soil conservationist.
Marcia (Miller) Rodeberg completed her
post-doc work in chemistry at UM. She
teaches at the University of Wisconsin, Eau
Claire and lives with her husband, Todd,
near Strum, Wis .
Lynn (Olson) and Mark Stier '90 live in
Willmar with their children, Dean, Brooke,
and Megan, who "are making us feel old."
Lynn is clinical coordinator with outpatient
services at Rice Rehabilitation Center and
Mark completed a master's degree in elementary education.
Chuck Smith is an assistant professor at
Our Lady of the Lake University. Chuck,
his wife, Ana, and their sons, Anthony and
Paul , live in San Antonio. They are enjoying the beautiful weatherand can be reached
by e-mail at <smitc@lake.ollusa.edu>.

Kyle Berget helped excavate an ancient
bison kill site in the St. Croix River Valley
this summer. Instead of teaching fifth grade
again this school year he is the technology
coordinator for Morris Area Schools. Kyle
lives in Morris with his wife, Karen
(Hansen) '93.
Carol Buchholz finished master' s degree
programs in both school and community
counseling in December '98. She is a school
counselor at Deuel High School in Clear
Lake, S.D ., and will marry Tim Hoheisel in
July. " I would love to hear from old friend s
and former college roommates. My home
phone number is (605) 874-2220 and e-mail
address is <cebuchholz@hotmail.com>."
Jana (Betzler) and Paul Court '88 announce the birth of Max on July 23. They
moved to Cold Spring where Paul and Jana
teach in the Rocori school district.
Sherry Dessonville is an academic instructor in the education department at CCA/
Prairie Correctional Facility in Appleton.
She is working on a master's of education
degree at Southwest State University.
Nancy (Walsh) Eystad and her husband,
Jay, announce the birth of Samuel in February. She is a stay-at-home Mom and lives
with her family in Park Rapids.
Kristy (Johnson) Knobloch lives in
Brighton, Colo. and married in September.
Both are air traffic controllers for FAA.
Jeri (Jordahl) and Terry Popma live in
Dawson with their son , Easton. Jeri teaches
fifth grade in Dawson and Jerry works in the
quality assurance department at AMPI.
Andrew Svec works with technology and
the internet at UM , Crookston . "It would be
great to hear from some old Indy 4-C '87' 88, Indy 4-B '88- '89, or Spooner ' 89- '90
people."
Jacqueline (Hasvold) and Rick Van
Surksum '88 and their daughter, Julia, relocated to McKinney, Texas. Rick accepted
a job transfer to RIA in Carrollton, Texas.
RIA is a provider of information and technology to tax, accounting, and bank trust
professionals. Jacci is an aspiring writer
and stay-at-home mother. Friends are invited to contact them at <rickvansurksum or
jaccivansurksum@hotmail.com>.

in the U.S. Navy. Jennifer and her husband,
Mike, live in Virginia Beach. " Most recent
visits have been from Hurricanes Dani el
and Floyd . Mike and I have vi sited France,
Spain, and Italy. Any other classmates in
the Ya. area?"

Gina (Herman) Hohbein " married my best
friend this fall. We reside in Maple Grove."
Gina made a career change and supervises
children ' s activities programs for two
schools in Di strict 279.
Lori Inman is marketing director at Park
Mall in Tucson , Ariz. "I am loving the
Southwest and the heat! My e-mail address
is <linmanaz@aol.com> and I look forward
to hearing from all my UMM friends. "
Martha (Jorgensen) McDowell lives in
Iliamna, Alaska, with her husband, Paul.
They are expecting their first child in November. "It's a girl!" Martha teaches English, music, and art to students in grades 612 in Newh alen , Al aska.
Deborah Palmer-Seal is finishing state
licensing requirements for clinical psychology in Wis. and is working in a child and
adolescent day treatment program. She, her
husband David, and their daughter Katrina
live in Brookfield. They are expecting a
baby girl in early February . "I would love to
hear
from
any
friends
at
<dpalmer_l968@yahoo.com>."
Anne (Schindeldecker) Parshall and her
husband, Bob, announce the birth of Nathan
Earl on March 31 . "We are back in Minneapolis as Bob finished his 20 years of active
duty in the United States Army this May."
Sandy Rausch bought a condominium in
St. Paul. " It's great to have equity!" She
works for Lutheran Social Service and enjoys coaching a Special Olympics team in
St. Louis Park.
CLASSOF'92
Carrie Brown graduated from the UM
Carlson School of Management MBA program in June. A week later she completed
her first marathon. "An unforgettable experience that I recommend to everyone! "
Carrie works at St. Paul Companies and is
an adjunct accounting professor at the
Carlson School of Management.

Robert Carson is a science and math teacher
at Soldotna Middle School. He lives in
Ken ai, Al aska.
Tom Cook is an analyst with Nextel Co mmuni cations and is taking classes at th e
University of Denver in e lectronic co mmerce. " I want to say ' hi' to the boys in
Inver Grove Heights-Sheridan, Stoney,
and Mount. Keep the bonfires burning !
Look me up in Denver! "
Martin Heidelberger received an education administration certification from St.
Cloud State University and is the new principal at Kerkhoven-Murdock-Sunburg High
School.
Dawn (Thompson) Jandro teaches sixth
grade in Northfield. She and her husband,
Jim, built a house in Faribault. " Anyone
wanting to say ' hi ' , please e-mail me at
<djandro@msmail.nf1d.k 12.mn.us>."
Kimberly Jones is directorofbookings and
operations for the Chicago Children ' s Choir.
She earned a master 's in arts , entertainment,
and media management from Columbia
College, Chicago. "Hello to everyone! "
Wendy Kohnen is engaged to Joel Klute.
They are planning a June wedding. Both
work for the City of Eden Prairie.
Robert McDonald is a graduate of Duluth
Family Practice Residency Program and
works for P.S. Rudie, M.D. & Associates
Ltd. He lives in Duluth with his wife, Mary
(Banks) '95.
Ann Michels, a singer, is one of two UMM
alumni in The George Maurer Group, "one
of the Upper Midwest's most talented musical groups." They released their first CD
Jazz in Black and White. She also performs
in theater productions in Minneapolis.
Jon Meyer lives in Minneapolis and works
for Boeckermann, Heinen & Mayer Wealth
Management. "I manage the wealth management services and am responsible for the
running of the business."
Christina Muedeking lives in Washington
D.C. and is an international trade specialist
for the National Pork Producers Council.
Beth O'Connor moved to Kingman, Ariz.,
and is cessation coordinator for the county
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Nancy (Ransom) and Daryl Wattenhofer
'89 and their children have moved to the
Jordan area. Daryl is executive vice president and branch manager of the Community
Bank Jordan office.
CLASS OF '91
Ann (Carlson) and Matt Bisek '93 live in
Willmar with their year-old daughter,
Hannah. Matt teaches social studies and
Ann teaches special education at New London-Spicer schools.
Rachel Brand lives in Arlington, Va., and
is engaged to marry Jonathan Cohn next
May. They attended Harvard Law together.
Jennifer Ann (White) Daniels was promoted to the rank of lieutenant commander

E-Mail:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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health department which means "I' m trying
to get everyone in the county to quit smokin g.
I can
be
reached
at
<jonbeth@ctaz.co m>."

works as a civilian manager at the Naval
Supply
System s
Command
in
Mechanicsburg, Pa. Dan can be reached by
e-mail at <danolson@paonline.com>.

Laura (Voight) and Steve Rodtke '91 and
their children Blake and Amanda live in
Alexandria. Steve is a special education
teacher in Parker' s Prairie and Laura is a
mental health therapist at a day treatment
school.

Mark Robinson is in his third year of medical school at the University of Osteopathic
Medi ci ne and Health Sciences in Des
Moines. In January Mark will be doing a
rotation at a family practice clinic in Webster
City. Mark and his wife, Lauri, live in West
Des Moines.

Lynn Rosenow-Johnson and Joe Johnson
announce the birth of Patrick on December
8, '98 . "We have been teaching and living
in Perham for eight years and are very
happy ."
Sean Roy is a probation officer working
with juveniles in Dakota County . He and
his wife, Lori, live in Minneapolis.
Kathleen (Karl) Taylor and her husband,
Bill, announce the birth of Samuel Joseph
on August 5. "We haven't been up so late at
night (and all night) since our college days!"
Kathleen works part-time as a registered
nurse at a nearby urgent care clinic. They
live in St. Paul.
CLASSOF'93
Jennifer (Lydell) Besser is an investment
technology specialist at Advantus Capital
Management in St. Paul.
Angela (Clark) and Jason Bruns announce
the birth of Andrea Nicole in July . "We love
Mankato and are enjoying ournew fami Iy."
Lori (Lieser) and Mark Denn '92 announce the birth of Amy on March 17. She
joins brother, Jacob, at home in Madelia.
Mark is a loan officer for Farmers State
Bank and Lori works in accounting at Wolf
Etter and Co.
Jennifer (Erickson) and Mark Eaves teach
in the Hinckley-Finlayson public schools.
"We have settled into life on our rural farm
in the St. Croix River Valley. We look
forward to homesteading and raising sheep.
We expect our first baby in March."
Delenora Grey attends the University of
Alaska, Fairbanks, and is working on a
master's degree in volcanology. "It ' s a
challenge to be a student again after six
years, but its even tougher to reac limate to
the seasons after four years in Hawaii . I'd
love to hear from fellow U MMers." She can
be
re ac he d
by
e-mail
at
<delgrey@hotmail.com>orsend"real mail"
to P.O . Box 750777, Fairbanks, AK 99775.
Kelly (Kueker) married Paul Kangas. They
live in Minnetonka.
Teri Lang is in residential sales at Bl ack
Hills FiberCom in Rapid City, S.D.
Tonya (LeBrun) and Dean Larsen '94
announce the birth of Maxwell Dean on
June 24. Both teach in the Robbinsd ale
distri ct and they live in Brooklyn Park.
Jennifer (Greseth) and John Livermore
'91 live in West Fargo. Jennifer is branch
manager at Progressive Insurance. " I love
the fast pace and challenge of claims." John
left teaching and works in sales. "We would
love to hear from other Fargo area alumni, at
<jenni fer_! ivermore @progressive.co m>."

Timna (Ogegaard) Wyckoff has started a
postdoctoral position in the microbiology
department at Wake Forest University Medical Center in Winston-Salem, N.C. She and
her husband, Peter, live in Greensboro.

Kathryn (Jacques) married Michael
Frodermann '97 September I 0. Katie is in
the physici an assistant program at Chicago
Medi cal School and Mike works at Heller
Financial in downtown Chicago. They live
in Wadsworth , Ill.
Amy Johnson has taught first grade at West
Central Area Schools for the past three
years. She is working on a master' s degree
in learning technology at the University of
St. Thomas.

CLASSOF'95
Corinne (Leuthner) Schmieg and her husband, Dale, live in Chaska. "The highlight
of 1999 was the birth of Sarah Gabriella on
Jan . 23. I work I 0-14 hours a week at Target
and spend the rest of the time enjoying
Sarah."
Lauren (Bloodsworth) Sherlock married
Chris in May and they live in Chanhassen.
Lauren has been promoted to manager in the
field strategy unit at American Financial
Express.
"E-mails
welcome"
at
<lauren.sherlock@aexp.com>.
Becca Starr received a master's degree in
developmental psychology from the University of Nebraska, Omaha last December.
This summer she moved to Minneapolis and
took an "amazing trip to Italy." Becca is
pursuing her Ph.D . at the UM Institute of
Child Development. "I would love to hear
from the old Blakely gang! E-mail me at
<star0069@tc.umn.edu>."
Marla (Boone) Strei and her husband Richard announce the birth of Hannah JoAnn.
"Parenthood is fabulous and lots of fun! "
Marla is a kindergarten teacherat Bellingham
Elementary School. They live in Big Stone
City, S.D.
Douglas Wandersee received a master's
degree from James Madison University in
May. He teaches at Blue Ridge Community
College and does "neat computer stuff' for
The Mountain Institute. " A very welcome
change of pace for someone who still has a
lot of exploring to do in Virginia."

Kathi (Backman) Biesterfeld and her husband, Walter, announce the birth of Morgan Lynn on June 23. Morgan joins brother,
Riley, at home in Morris.
Sara (Dunlap) Bergen and her husband,
Mike, live in Philadelphia. He attends grad
school and Sara works for the city.

Leslie Clapper-Rentz and Michael Rentz
announce the birth of Conner Davi d last
February. Mike attends gradu ate school at
the UM Humphrey Insti tute and Leslie was
accepted to the UM College of Veterinary
Medicine. They live in Minnetonka.
Tina (Allen) and Matt Dickinson '96 moved
to Indianapolis. Matt was promoted to district managerof Ritz Camera in Indianapolis
and Cincinnati. Tina teaches second grade
and English as a Second Language.
Kevin DuBois can be reached at 15571 East
13th Ave, Apt 30 I A Aurora, CO 80011 .
LoriAnn Lentsch says, "This has been a
busy year! I got engaged to Jeff Wilson. I
graduated with a Ph.D. in chemistry in August and took a 'desperately needed ' vacation before starting my job at Albemarle
Corp. in Baton Rouge, La.''
Dan Orozco-Lalor lives in Los Angeles
and is a second assistant director on the
Spelling series Charmed. Thi s is his second
season with the show. He is also developing
a sc ript to be shot in Minnesota. " I would
love to hear from any of my old classmates--e-mail : <danorozco@fmsn.net>."
Jill (Asfeld) and Michael Smith '93 mo ved
due to Mike' s promotion to quality superviso r at Kraft. Jill stays home and cares for
their daughter, Emma. They can be reached
at 54550County Rd. I, Winthrop, MN 55396.

Dan Olson passed the preliminary exam
and is now a candidate for the public administration Ph.D. program at Penn State. He

Suzanne Storck is a sales manager for Circuit City in Madison, Wis. She can be
reached at <Suzy824@aol.com>.

Shane Johnson is sales manager at The
Zierke Company, a swine genetic supplier,
in Morris.
Valerie Kepner married Dave Ehrensperger
on June 19. They bought a house in Ames,
Iowa. She is site coordinator for the AIB/
Graceland Partnership in Des Moines where
she is academic adviser to about 70 students.

Jeff Engholm is one of two UMM alumni
in The George Maurer Group. The group
has released their first CD, Jazz in Black
and White . He has also starred in theater
productions with the Hole-In-The-Day Players. Jeff lives in Gaylord.

Jason Mork is technical director at
RadioPhoenix, l 280AM KTKP. His new
address is 815 North 52nd St. , Apt. 1228,
Phoenix, AZ 85008.

Mary(Haley) Hames married Colin Hames
on August 28. They live in New Ulm.

Ericka (Christianson) and Robert Nathe
married in August. Bob works at US Bank
in Minneapolis and Erika teaches first grade
in St. Paul.

Katherine Hong-Stubblefield wrote, "Just
wanted to check in and see how everyone
was doing and what they ' re up to! Hope all
is well." She can be reached by e-mai l at
<hongstubblefield@hotmail.com>.
Kimi Jackson has finished her second year
of law school at the University of Denver.
This summer she represented migrant farm
workers in employment, civil rights, and
immigration issues while working for Colorado Rural Legal Services.
Michael and DJ. Maddox '94 announce
the birth of Katelyn Jean in February. D.J.
has received a master's in psychology and
Michael is a software engineer. They can
be
reached
by
e-mai I
at
<mmaddox@isd.net>.

CLASS OF'94

Stacy (Rust) and Gregg Martig announce
the birth of Max on February 27 . He joins
hi s brother Jake at home in St. Cloud. Gregg
teaches social studies and coaches at St.
Cloud Tech High School and Stacy teaches
math at Sartell High School.
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Heidi (Berg) and Troy Seppelt '96 write,
"We love living in St. Paul !" Troy is a hall
director at Macalester College and Heidi is
an assistant with the Immunization Action
Coalition.

Aaron Paleen is a senior compensation
analyst in the human resources department
at Lutheran Brotherhood in Minneapolis.
He lives in St. Paul and can be reached byemail at <Paleen.Aaron @luthbro.com>.
Todd Petersen was ordained to the Order
of the Presbyterate in June. He graduated
from the St. Paul Seminary School of Divinity with a master of divinity degree and
master of arts in theology degree, with a
focus on scripture. Todd serves as an associate pastor at Holy Trinity Cathedral in
New Ulm.
Chris Rausch! is an attorney with Faegre
and Benson in Minneapolis.
Christy (Staples) Steinbach teaches accounting, marketing, and computer classes
at Chokio-Alberta and Herman-Norcross
High Schools. She also coaches volleyball
at C-A. Christy married Tim Steinbach,
assistant UMM football coach and head
track coach, in June.
Mary Stark is a physical education and
health teacher at Morri s Area High School.
CLASS OF '96
Rebecca Barnes lives in Arl ington, Va.,
and is a legislative assistant for Bergner and
Bockorny in Was hingto n D.C. She is obtaining a master's degree in international
policy at George Washington University.
Jennifer Elsenpeter bought a house in
Palmdale, Calif., this spring. "I enjoy living in the desert." She teaches at
Pearblossom Elementary.

Frederick Ostrander's original play
" ButtonPress and Other Bad Ideas" was
performed at the Acadia Cafe in Minneapolis in August. Cast members included : Jody
Blindauer '98, Jody Gray '98, Bethany
Hummel '98, and Chris Roufs '99.
Lisa (Schindeldecker) Smith married Brad
on May 23. They live in Rosemount. She is
employed at the Department of Justice.
Tara (Zeise) and Chad Van Heel '98 married on May 28. They honeymooned near
Lake Louise in Alberta, Canada, and live in
New Hope.
CLASS OF'97
Charles Appel graduated from Bethe l College and Seminary in May with a double
major in recreation management and physical education. He is coaching football and
pursuing a master's in physical education at
Bemidji State University.
Jim Barbour teaches earth science to Morri s Area Hi gh School eighth graders. He
and his wife, Nancy , live in Morri s.
Sarah (Thompson) married Scott Berry in
Augu st 1998. They live in Long Lake.
Sarah is salon coordinator at Androli Hai r
Designers in Excelsior. Scott is in his third
year at William Mitchell College of Law
and is a.l aw clerk at Bardy Law Office P.A.
in Wayzata.
Jenna Erickson is recreation assistant for
the City of Savage and her new address is
16822 Iredale Path, Lakeville, MN 55044.
Stacy Foss and Chad Hoffman '98 have
moved to Belle Plaine and will marry on
May 6. "We both miss Morris and can't
wait to return to visit some time soon."
Stacy Hill is an investor representative at
Lutheran Brotherhood Securities Corp. in
Minneapoli s.
Emmeline Erikson marri ed Benjamin
Holtz on August 14 and they live in
Lawrence, Kan. Emmy is working on a
master's in art history at the Univers ity of
Kansas and Ben is a plastics technologi st in
Kansas City.
Seth Isaacson and his wife, Sara, opened
Cokato Chiropractic, offering chiropractic
services and massage therapy . Seth also

Catching Up
- •
manages and plays for the Kingston Kings
amateur baseball team . They li ve in
Kingston.

Kandi Johnson loves her job as secretary at
Floodwood K-12 school. "I spend a lot of
time with my husband and our daughter,
Lauren." She can be reached by e-mail at
<kandij@tloodwood .kl2.mn .us>.
Jena and Gregg McNabb '96 live in Rapid
City, S.D . Gregg teaches fifth grade and
coaches ninth grade footb all. Jena stays
home with their daughter, Falon .
Wendy Murphy lives with her fiancee and
their baby daughter, Brianna, in Fairfax.
She works with adults with disabilities in
Redwood Fall s.
Peter Olson-Skog is an elementary science
teacher with Minneapolis Public Schools .
He lives with his wife Amy '98 at 2757
Virginia Circle Apt #3, New Hope, MN
55427.
Marilee (Alfson) Seay married Gary on
May 29. They live in Irving, Texas . She is
a manager at PetData Inc ., a company that
administers city pet registration programs.
Angela and Brent Seewald-Marquardt
are married and live in Moorhead.
CLASSOF'98
Angela Dahlager lives in Sacred Heart and
is an outreach youth worker with Lutheran
Social Services. She has been married for
three years . " My projects are working on
my house and I began to take pi ano lessons."
Jody Gray works at HMR , In c., a
manufacturer' s representative for Security
Systems and lives in Minneapoli s. She is
applying to Engli sh literature graduate
school programs.
Aaron Gruber lives in Apple Valley and is
a biology lab technician at Metropolitan
Council Environmental Services in St. Paul.
He is pl anning a fall wedding with Sara
Cerar '99.
Kari (Mehlhop) Jaeger married Derrick
on July 18. They live in Woodbury. Kari
teaches English at Hastings High School.
Martin "Chip" Kempe is a contract administrator at NCS in Eagan. He can be
reached at 628 Grand Ave #204, St. Paul ,
MN 55105.
Paul Koopman is pursuing a master's in
speech communication at South Dakota State
University in Brookings. He and his wife,
Erin, are busy with their son Matthew.
Heather (Larson) married Ryan Krisko
and they live in Lawrence, Kan. Ryan is
pursuing a Ph.D. in bio-analytical chemistry at Kansas University and Heather works
at Contract Pharm aceutical Company.
Stephanie (Torgerson) married Stacy
Krusemark on June 5 and they live in
Pierre, S.D. Stephanie teaches Head Start
and Stacy is a budget analyst fo r the governor.
RebeccaMalmstrom's new address is 1936
N. Clark #812, Chicago, IL 60614.
Susan (Schleder) and Robert Morton '96
married on Jul y 3. They honeymooned in
Hawaii and live in Brookl yn Park. Susan is
a musician at St. Bonaventure Catholi c
Church and Robert is a mu sic mini ster at
Brooklyn Park Lutheran Church. Angie
(Gronlund) Doty '95 was a bridesmaid and
Sam Stein '96 was the best man .
Sarah Nelson and Kevin Rask '97 are

planning to marry February 12. Sarah works
in the investment division at Lutheran Brotherhood in Minneapolis and Kevin is a ninth
grade social studi es teacher and the head
athletic trai ner at Park Hill High School in
Kansas City , Mo.

Vicki Pogatchnik teaches fifth grade and
coaches a fifth grade basketball team at
Edgemere Elementary in El Paso. "I am
absolutely loving my 2 1 kids." She will be
married on July 14.
Anne Resler works in the human resources
department at Braun Intertec Corp., an environmental engineering firm. She lives in St.
Paul.
Shannon (Maurer) and Luke Robinson
'97 live in Springfield, Ill. Shannon is
working on a master's degree in arts administration at the University of Illinois. Luke
works in the mortgage department at
Norwest Bank and plans to enter law school
this fall.
Jennifer (Newberry) and Davin Sannes
'99 live in Madison, Wis. Jen is a photo
manager for Empire Photography in the
Party Pies division and Davin is attending
graduate school in computer science at the
University of Wisconsin.
Erin Thomas lives in Costa Mesa, Calif
and teaches third grade. She wil l marry Eric
Folkins in April. They plan to relocate to
Minnesota in a few years.

mict4tiiflni~Whi¥Mf.W~iM0¥1
Sean Brendan Menke is beginning graduate work in zoology-herpetology. He lives
in Norman, Okla.
Linda (Rasmusson) married Kris Nelson
'97 on July 24. T hey honeymooned in
Norway and Sweden and live in Eagan.
Linda is a substi tute teacher in School
District 196 and Kris is a project manager in
theonlineservices department at US Bancorp
Piper Jaffrey.
Helene Sherley is a fifth grade teacher at
Samuel Gompers Fine Arts Options School
in Chicago.

Heather L. Thompson teaches English 9 in
Pasadena, Md., and lives in Glen Burnie.
Stacy (Brands) Warner married Lowell
on June 18. They live in Revere. One of her
personal attendants was Christin Graham
'98. Jennifer Zick '99 provided music.
Karen (Graupman) married Robert
Wottreng in August. Bob attends dental
school at UM and Karen works at Lutheran
Brotherhood in Minneapo li s.
Kevin Wulf teaches fifth grade at Hawthorne
Elementary School in Sioux Falls, S.D.

Mary Jo Stueve worked with local farm
workers in San Juan, Texas, to build homes
and a sense of community. "The shared
conversations are what I will remember. If
one is willing to listen, people do want to
talk about racism, segregation, and discrimination that blatantly exist yet today." She
lives in Graceville.

Alumni Activists
UMMis ranked 7th in the nation, in the small school category (5,00()
~;:~tudents and'¥~.der) regar1i~g numbt;~.:?f ~lumni (17~. who serve .
f'fhe Peace Cowt The ranx:ing is tied with Macaleste.t ; St. Olaf
Carleton.
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Maureen (Marsollek) married Ric h
Ventura '96 on June 19. Maureen teaches
at a middle school in Columbia Heights and
Rich works at a computer company in New
Brighton. They can be reached at 3501
Xenium Ln. N #268, Plymouth , MN 55441 .
Jennifer 'Liz' Vogt is working on a master's
degree in rural sociology at the University
of Wisconsin, Madison.
CLASS OF '99
Sylvia Anderson is the new advertisi ng
representative at the Pope County Tribune.
She and her husband , Joey, live in Lowry.
Dana Davis teac hes physical ed ucati on at
St. Mary's School in Morris. 'Tm still
looking to play footba ll in the future." Hi s
wife, Melisa (Barnett), is a senior at UMM.
Joe Eiler works for Ciprico, a Plymouth
co mputer fi rm that makes high performance
disk arrays. He likes the small size of the
company, the working environment, and
suburban location of hi s new job.
Germaine Glieden-Lindquist married Jason Lindquist '98 on July 17. They live in
Brainerd.
Deanne (Nordberg) married Justin
Kassulke '98 on July 17. They live in
Maple Grove.
Kara Keenaghan li ves in Omaha, Neb.,
and is starting the physical therapy program
at Creighton University.
Jenny Koenigs work s in the leadership
development program at GE Capital Fleet
Services in Eden Prairie.
Jeff Lamberty Ji ves in Sioux Falls, S.D.,
and works in Sen . Tom Daschle' s office.
Sara Lichtsinn teaches 9th and I 0th grade
Engli sh at Wabasso High School and also
teaches at Vesta.
Chris Lienemann is the assistant store
manager at Pamida in Wahpeton, N.D. He
expects to be managi ng his own Pamida
store within two years.

FIRST-EVER UMM Alumni Kazoo Band entertained during the Homecoming
parade.

·•"

Alumni Association elects new board members
The UMM Alumni Association elected new board members at their
annual meeting during Homecoming. They are: Susan Bergh '83, elementary
education and theatre arts. She is a teacher and drama director at Community of
Peace Academy, a K-12 charter school focused on non-violence, in St. Paul.
Virginia Boever '77, is serving a secondterm. A history major, Virgis
an attorney in private practice in Alexandria. Her husband, Michael Anderson' 80,
is the music director at Parkers Prairie Public Schools.
CarolEckersen '80, political science major and a philosophy minor. She
has been a worker's compensation judge for the State of Minnesota since 1987 and
is also an instructor at the William Mitchell College of Law.
Thomas Westman '74, speech and political science major. He has been.
in the garden center business as a manager, owner, and operator ~·~d is no,w
business administrator at Dan & Jerry's Greenhouses Inc. in Monticello. Tom is
married to UMM alumna, Barb (Macgregor) Westman.
Other board members are: Curt Loschy, President,- '69, St. Paul, program
manager at Manufacturing Services' Ltd.; Cynthia Hiedeman, Vice-President,
'87, Canby, social worker with Lac-qui-Parle Family Services; Blaine Hill,
Secretary-Treasurer, '87, Breckenridge, city manager; Greg Lemmons, PastPresident, '7 1, St. Paul, president of Capi~I Title Corp. , Don Brabeck '84, St.
Paul, information systems coordinator, family health division, Minnesota Dept. of
Health; Kelly Myers '92, St. Paul, sales and marketing, Moore Financial Group,
Inc.; Clare (Dingley) Strand ' 76, Morris, assistant registrar at UMM; and Marty
Wolf '85, associate professor of computer science, Bemidji State University.
UMM Director of Alumni Relations, Vivian (Helbling) Heltemes '77, Interi.rn
hancellor Sam.Schuman, MCSA President Gary Hedin, and C:::a,mpus Activi ·'
embers
of the boaEti\+lk
:::i,i:illik'b,,~ , m , ; : s ~fu;;;;t:1Af&.
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partnerships in education

IBM CONNECTION Gordon Haubenschild '74, Holley (Miller) Lucke '96, Kevin Kathmann '92, Robert Smith '70, Craig
Wilcox '97, Lisa (Hollerman) Dierkhising '97.

Returning the Favor: Gordon Haubenschild '74
and the UMM - IBM Connection
"The University ofMi•nnesota,
Morris set such a good environment for
good things to happen. This is the
outcome, and this is a compliment back
to them ." These words of praise come
from Gordon Haubenschild '74, IBM
senior program manager in Rochester.
His tribute to UMM and to his former
mentors and professors is realized
through a relationship between the
UMM chapter of the Association of
Computing Machinery (ACM)/Computer Science Club and the UMM
alumn i employed by IBM, Rochester.
Haubenschild is the fo under and host of
a favorite and unique UMM student
career day held at IBM.
The field trip, described by
one student as "the most worthwhile
trip they've ever been on," evolved
from Haubenschild's wish to creatively
use his position at IBM to support UMM.
In the early '80s he contacted hi s former
mentor, Dr. James Olson, chemistry,
and offered UMM surplus IBM equipment. In the mid- '80s, he led a recruiting trip to UMM which resulted in two
new IBM hires . While he appreciated
that IBM must limit recruiting to campuses that produce more computer science majors than does UMM, he also
knew that high quality graduates were
being produced at UMM that IBM
misses. In 1988 he enlisted the help of
other IBMers, and invited the UMM
Computer Science Club to IBM for
what has become a fairly regular event.
Haubenschi Id credits the efforts of computer science professor, Dr. Dian Lopez,
to keep in touch with so many of the
graduates as one of the key reasons that
the event started and continues.

Road Trip
Students and their faculty advisers arrive early for a tightly planned
day, with an agenda designed to "keep
the students awake." They meet with
IBM project leaders, technical experts,
human resource managers, and UMM
alumni . In a whirl-wind half day,
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Haubenschild introduces them to "the
real world experience and real world
projects."
Students tour one of the
world's largest manufacturing facilities contained under one roof, operated
with advanced robotics and other technologies, where IBM develops and
manufactures its highly popular AS400
midrange computer. Project managers
discuss development cycle, quality assurance, graphical user interface considerations, and architecture and design. IBM human resource personnel
explai n how to prepare for interviews.
Pizza -- all that students can eat -- and
discussion culminate the day .
"We try to give them a broad
picture," said Haubenschild. "We focus on the realities of a work environment, educational expectations, and personality characteristics that contribute
to success." Employers are seeking
graduates with initiative, enthusiasm
and experience in development projects,
along with a strong academic background reflected by good grades. Above
all others, there is one piece of advice he
hopes the students carry home. As
undergraduates they should engage in
"real world projects, whether at UMM
or through co-ops or internships."

Undergraduate Research - Value
Added Education
It was as an undergraduate at
UMM that Haubenschild gained his
appreciation for the need to encounter
applications outside the class and lab.
With a major in chemistry and minors
in physics and mathematics, his
passioned turned to the still newlyemerging field of computer science.
Since internships were not the norm in
the early '70s, the faculty creatively
found him real world work opportunities. Some projects included work with
the Department of Agriculture; with
former faculty member, Dr. Merle
Hirsh, physics; and Dr. Jim Togeas,
chemistry, writing computer programs

related to their research; and even with
local high school students.
"The faculty were very good
role models, especially Dr. Andy
Lopez." They were "always thinking
on the leading edge," helping create coops, internships and local partnerships,

all of which helped him later find a job.
The IBM/UMM connection is
now coming full circle with a new generation.of UMM alumni continuing the
tradition of direct alumni service oneon-one with current students . IBM new
hires Craig Wilcox '9 7 and Lisa
(Hollerman) Dierkhising '97 are both
recent recipients of masters degrees in
computer science at the Uni versity of
Washington, Seattle and Iowa State University, Ames, respectively . Recently ,
they inet on camp4s with the Computer
Science Club. In a thoughtful, thorough and witty presentation Wilcox
and Dierkhising described their own
successes in graduate school and job
hunting.
They share Gordon 's sentiment that the quality of instruction at
UMM ri vats that of programs with more
graduates. "Morris does a very good
job preparing for grad school theory
classes ...impressive for a small school,"
Wilcox feels. They believe their success in graduate school was determined
as well by having engaged in as many
non-classroom computer science applications as they could find. They
recognize Dian Lopez for organizing a
yearly internship listing that many
UMM students use to find out about
off-campus research opportunities.
They recommend that students get as
many Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program (UROPs), Morris Academic Partnerships (MAPs), and summer research/co-op opportunities as
possible. They stress that undergraduate research has become a must for
distinguishing oneself.

A "Foot in the Door"
Getting that dream job still

requires prior experience, a top notch
educational background and enthusiasm. Wilcox and Dierkhising experienced a heady job market before choosing IBM. They were able to make
choices based on their own geographical, family and career criteria.
However, the message Wilcox
and Dierkhising ended with was: "It's
still who you know." UMM alumni
who let the UMM Computer Science
department know where they are working become valuable resources for current students a nd other graduates.
Haubenschild credits Dian Lopez for
her outstanding efforts in staying in
touch with computer science alumni,
including those at IBM , Rochester:
Robert Schmidt ' 70 , Gordon
Haubenschild '74, Kevin Kathmann
'92, Josh Majsterski '98, Holly (Miller)
Lucke '96, Lael Daire '9 7 , Lisa
(Hollerman) Dierkhising '97, and Craig
Wilcox '97, Karen Ball '98 and Gene
Olson '68. As Wilcox says, "Once
alumni are in the door, it's amazing
how many follow."
Wilcox and Dierkhising are
becoming a new UMM "foot in the
door" at IBM . Together with
Haubenschild and other alumni, they
are carrying on the industry-university
linkage by connecting quality students
with potential employment opportunities.
What started as a New Year's
resolution of Haubenschild's to "give
back to UMM," is now an important
part of alumni life at IBM and computer
science life at UMM.

-Alisande Allaben

A river (of collaboration) runs through it

Minnesota River Valley research to be seen in
13-part docuDlentary
Define "watershed."
I couldn't. Could there be others out there

osity and expertise of many others. One might say, a
river of collaboration runs through this project.
The Minnesota Corn Growers Association
embraces a mission to educate the public about farmers as providers of food and energy, and as protectors
of the earth.
"Minnesota: Rivers and Fields is a good step

like me?
That' s what a group of faculty and staff at the
University of Minnesota, Morris, and others, believe.
They hope to educate residents of the area and, by
doing so, help them appreciate and understand our
west central Minnesota environment.
Thanks to the generosity of contributors
like The Minnesota Corn Growers Association,
the Agricultural Utilization Research Institute
(AURI), the West Central Research and Outreach
Center (WCROC), Pioneer Public Television,
and others, the group has focused its research on
the historical, sociological and economic impact
of the Minnesota River Valley . Their findings
will be seen in a 13-partdocumentary- "Mi nnesota: Rivers and Fields," produced by Roger
Boleman and filmed and edited by Mike Cihak of
the Media Services department at the Morris
campus, to be shown in early February on Pioneer
Public Television. The estimated cost of the final
project is about $20,000 per episode.
After moving to west central Minnesota
from Pennsylvania, UMM professor of physics,
Gordon McIntosh was looking for a more local
environment in which to do his research . He
wondered how the area had developed agriculturally.
"The soil, for example, has a history,"
observed McIntosh. "and tall grass prairie is
significant to west central Minnesota." He noted
how children study rain forests and whales in
school, yet may not appreciate the history and
development of their own region.
The series will focus on the remarkable
diversity of plant and animal life, and of people
and agricultural practices of the region . Program
topics include the natural and agricultural history
of the area, value-added agriculture, development ofethanol and bio-based agriculture, among
others. The project's research reveals: There is
not just one right way to do things.
The Minnesota: Rivers and Fields project
has partnered McIntosh and Bateman with the gener-

MINNE.SOTA

tion. "It gives a historical and scientific perspective of
how farming practices have evolved."
Bateman and Cihak have spent many hours
filming interviews and location footage as well as
developing all the technical and aesthetic elements of
the production. UMM English and developmental
education instructor, Kathryn Gonier '92, who works
as the series script writer, sees her agricultural
inexperience as a plus. She has talked with
Nathan Johnson of the Minnesota Corn Growers,
and Craig Murphy, local organic farmer, to name
a few.
" I don't know much about agriculture since
I grew up in Minneapolis; but my lack of knowledge has actually helped me with this project,"
said Gonier. "I have to ask a lot of questions and
make sure the people we interview for the show
explain the basics. We hope that will make the
show easier to understand for anyone who doesn't
know a lot about farming ."
UMM Grants Development Director Tom
Mahoney and Rita Bolluyt of the grants office
have assisted with grant funding for the project.
Robert Bergland, University of Minnesota regent
and former U.S. secretary of agriculture, will
serve as series host; Barb Hoppe of Morris will
narrate the programs. Vital assistance for the
series was also provided by Gary Lemme, former
head of WCROC; Mike Sparby of AURI; UMM
faculty members James Cotter, professor of geology, and Margaret Kuchenreuther, professor of
biology; Polly Fry, Morris University College
instructor, with pre-production planning and
knowledge of the area's environmental history ;
and Phillip Drown 'O I, who contributed hours of
historical research.

-Judy Riley

toward reaching our goal," said Jenny Eldridge, communications and research manager for the associa-

prime time partners: UMM will underwrite
PPTV ''Academic Challenge''
UMM will soon underwrite as well as
produce "Academic Challenge," which will be
broadcast on Pioneer Public Television (PPTV),
Appleton, beginning in February 2000.
Two teams of high school students compete to answer a series of questions concerning a
wide variety of topics. A total of23 matches will
be held between 24 schools.
This year each winning team will receive a $1,000 scholarship for any student, including the alternate, competing in "Academic
Challenge." The scholarship is to be used at
UMM.
This is the sixth year that UMM has
produced "Academic Challenge." Due to funding cuts in the Pioneer Public Television budget
this year, UMM has agreed to fund the program
as well as produce it. Roger Boleman, director of
Media Services at UMM, and Barbara Burke,
assistant professor of speech communications
and program promotion coordinator, agree that
the project will be a "significant commitment."

"/ think it is an appropriate and an exciting opportunity for UMM to sponsor this chance for academically talented high sc:hool students from .our region
to show their scholarship and intellectual agility.
We are looking forward to ho~ting the teams on our
campus."
-Interim Chancellor Sam Schuman

Boleman also produces the "Prairie Yard and
Garden" series in the Media Services studios at
UMM, a program currently ranked third out of
290 programs aired on PPTV according to the
station's 1999 Viewer Preference Poll. It is

watched by 51.6% of those polled, outranking
such programs as "Nature" (6th), "Nova" (8th),
"Masterpiece Theatre," and other nationallyproduced programming.
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community
partnerships

We owe our very origin to the citizens of west central
Minnesota whose vision and persistence some 40
years ago brought this campus to life.
-Maddy Maxeiner
Associate Vice Chancellor for External Relations

Center for Small Towns
The Center for Small Towns enables the University of Minnesota, Morris to serve the
communities of the region by helping to bring valuable resources to small towns.

• • • • Morris•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Fred Peterson, UMM professor of art, and Emily Utoft '00, Tyler,
are working with the Community Development work group of the Morris
Area Chamber of Commerce and Agriculture to "create an attractive parking
area in the space between 6th and 8th Streets and Atlantic and Oregon
Avenues (see photos). The goal of the project is to have "better parking and
smoother flowing traffic," according to Kjersti Hanneman '99, community
program assistant for the Center for Small Towns.
A group, comprised of landowners, business owners, chamber
members, as well as representati ves from Otter Tail Power Company, whose
building is l'l.djacent to the property , will develop a budget and time line for
the proposed improvements. The Stevens County Economic Improvement
Commiss ion and a member of the Morris City Counci l will also be repre-

sented.
The project is made possible, in part, by funding from the University
of Minnesota to The Center for Rural Design. Hanneman cited this as an
opportunity to "do much with limited resources ." The Center for Rural
Design, according to Hanneman, "uses design as a rural problem-solving
process."
Ideas for the area are emerging, ranging from erecting a large public
sculpture or a human sized chessboard to adding benches. The most likely
possibilities include the addition of trees, more adequate lighting, and planters
or flowers .
Hanneman says that this will be a "win-win situation" for the
community of Morris of which UMM is a vital part.

... . Ortonville ..................... .
It could be said that going through the process may, in the end, be
more benefic ial than the money , when it comes to the partnership between
Ortonville and the rest of Big Stone County and The Center for Small Towns.
Thanks to a grant from the Bl andin Community Investment program, the Ortonville community will hold a series of meetings to develop
three areas the community will work on. The meeti ngs "bring people
together and give them an opportunity to express themselves," said Kjersti
Hanneman , as well as "bring hope to rural commu nities that are struggling."
The first meeting was held in January and addressed "needs,

perceptions, and future trends" of the community , according to Hanneman .
A second meeting in February will work on developing a vision of
the community in the year 2010. Results of an assessment survey will be
presented to assist in the process of developi ng the vision.
The Center for Small Towns provided leadership training for community members who are meeting leaders. Meetings are designed to include
a diverse population that is representative of the Ortonville communi ty. "The
idea is to make sure that everyone gets a chance to speak," said Hanneman
who facilitated the training.

SENSATIONAL The.Chem Club conducted "science sensation" demonstrations at Willie's Super
Yalu in downtown Morris . About 20-30 UMM students, most of them science or education majors,
volunteer about eight hours for preparation and presentation of experiments to elementary students.
Project student intern , Rachel Neset, Ada, says the program is to encourage you ng students to "think
science is cool and begin thi nking on their own ." Experiments include invisible painting, glowi ng
liquids, and turning a penny si lver. Chem Club teams go to schools in Morris , Benson, Clinton,
Hancock, Cyrus, Herman, Starbuck, Kensington, Elbow Lake, and Appleton.

Someone recently described the University of
Minnesota, Morris as "being in the middle of
nowhere." My response is "there's no nowhere out here!"... where we are is very much
"somewhere." It is important to Morris that
the University is here: we provide educational,
cultural, and entertainment events; our
facilities are a resource for the
community ... our students,faculty and staff
help to make this a vibrant and diverse place to
live ... there is a campus of the University of
Minnesota in Mo"is today largely because of
the efforts of a group of visionary community
citizens, who formed the West Central Educational Development Association (WCEDA) and
lobbied for a campus here. Today, WCEDA
continues as a strong supportive voice in our
efforts to complete the Science and Math
Building Project. The list could go on and on:
if this is "nowhere," who would want to be
"somewhere?"
-Interim Chancellor Sam Schuman
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"While none of us has in our particularjob descriptions that
we need to 'sit back and plan, ' it is valuable to plan. In order
to effectively run a school, for example, there needs to be a
planning process."
-Greg Thorson
Assistant Professor, Political Science

"Without the assistance ofthe Center for Small Towns and
UMM, we would not have that benefit of being able to talk
with experts."
-Les Norman
Morris Area Public Schools Superintendent

"The school and community benefit from the university, and the university benefits from the school and
community. It is important for all three to work
together."
-Jacq ueline Edmondson
Assistant Professor, Education
The recent decline in school enrollment in rural areas has resulted in
decreased revenue for small school districts , accordin g to David Fluegel, community program specialist for the Center for Small Towns. To address this widespread
problem, at the invitation of the Morris Area School District, the Center, along
with UMM faculty members, Greg Thorson, political science, and Jacqueline
Edmondson, education, and UMM students, Katie Fitzgerald and Ashley Boettcher,
both of whom attended Morris Area High School, is working with the District to
create a long-range strategic plan.

The Providers
Funding has been secured for most of the costs associated with the longrange planning process. Contributors include the Stevens County Economic
Improvement Commission, the West Central Initiative Fund, and the Center for
Small Towns.
The Process
A public meeting was held every other week for three months beginning

in September. After the fi rst meeting, where specific areas to be addressed were
selected, subsequent meetings focused on particular facets of the Morris Area
Schools' mission. Following the public meetings, a document was written and
presented to the school board in January .

The Priorities
The priority is to "improve the long- term health of the school district,"
said Fluegel. The involvement of the local and UMM campus community is
intended to assist the district in long-range planning.
The Plan
A series of six public community meetings , held between September and
December 1999, focused on several topics : ECFE (Early Childhood Family
Education), elementary education, secondary education , theater, arts, athletics,
music, academic activities, technology and community, and infrastructure and
budget.

Fueling the Community
Alumna Miranda Swanson '99, along with Joan Reicosky (economics/management) and Engin Sungur (math), both of TJMM, has examined the economic
impact of the Morris campus on the surrounding community. As a Morris Administrative Intern last year, Swanson looked at how much of faculty and students' money
traveled straight into the community.
A survey was sent to UMM employees and about half the UMM student body to collect demographic information and individual direct spending for goods
and services. When all the results were examined, it was fo und that$ I ,062,389 were poured directly into the surrounding area each month, with $2, I 24,778 as indirect
spending. Swanson presented these results to the Stevens County Economic Improvement Commission.
Additional study may look at how much money leaves the community.

Faculty and Staff
Carol Ford, division secretary for the
Science and Math Division, was
awarded an Artist Study Grant from the
Southwestern Minnesota Arts and Humanities council. She will take bass
guitar lessons from Terry Burns, head
bass instructor at Music Tech in Minneapolis. Ford is a member of the folk/
blues duo, PrairieDogs.
The December issue of Sculpture Magazine incl udes the work of Jess Larson,
studio art, in the review of the I 999
Spoletto Festival in Charleston, N.C.
The review features a reproduction of
her piece, "Covet."

Rebecca Webb, executive secretary in
the Chancellor' s office, received a Career Development Grant from the Lake
Region Arts Council to produce a video
recording of one of her Pope Fiction
plays, a series of short works set in Pope
County.
Interim Chancellor Sam Schuman was
honored during Founder's Day at the
University ofNorth Carolina, Asheville.
Schuman served as UNC 's third chancellor.

Jim "Doc" Carlson, professor of music and director of the UMM Jazz Ensembles, was selected as one of four
Music Educators of the Year by the
Minnesota Music Educators Association. The selection gives recognition
for outstanding contributions to music
education.

Maggie Dylla, Briggs Library and External Relations, has been invited to act
as a consultant to the Terrace Mill Foundation Board. Terrace Mill is a high
profile arts enclave that supprts a variety of outdoor cultural events.
Shannon Hodges, director of student

counseling, has been selected to the
editorial board of the Journal of College Counseling.

Judy Riley, External Relations, was
named vice chair of the Morris Area
Chamber of Commerce and Agriculture.

Dr.Joe Latterell, a distinguished member of the chemistry faculty since 1967,
died October I, followi ng an illness of
several years. Among many honors received while at UMM, Dr. Latterell
received, in 199 I, an award in recognition for his dedication and distinguished
service to the education and retention of
minority students; in 1989, the John
Tate Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Academic Advising; and, in
1980, the Horace T. Morse-Amoco
Foundation A ward for Outstanding
Contributions to Undergraduate Education.
Dr. Jooinn Lee, professor of political
science and chair of the Social Sciences
Division, was honored by the American Political Science Association in
recognition of excellence in teaching as
well as in service to the profession .

DWIGHT PURDY, professor of English, was selected as a I 999 recipient of the
University College Distinguished Teaching Award. The award is a tribute not only
to the capabilities and leadership of the award recipient, but also serves as a
tangible reminder of the University's considerable commitments to outreach and
public service. Purdy is pictured above with Gail Skinner-West, interim dean,
University College.
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Athletics Update

Cougar Hall of Fame Inductees

Mark Fohl, Director of Athletics

Mark Fohl

Another successful Cougar
Hall of Fame Banquet and Induction
Ceremony was held this fall during
Homecoming Week. Greg Lanners,
Jeff Arnold, and Mark Williamson
were all members of the outstanding
Cougar football teams of the late 70s,
and Al Molde, their former coach,
returned to present their awards. Joyce
Cain, who passed away in August after a long battle with cancer, was a
secretary in the athletic office for many
years. Pete Cain, Joyce's husband, and
her daughters Lisa and Linda, accepted
her award which was presented by
Warrenn Anderson .

You can now follow Cougar
sports through the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference's television and
radio shows. The Northern Sun Spotlight radioshow is broadcast at different times on conference member' s local radio stations, and the Northern
Sun Showcase television show can be
seen on the Midwest Sports Channel.
Highlights and interviews will be conducted involving all ten members on
the NSIC.
Monti Ossenfort, senior quarterback from Pipestone, was selected
this fall as a Burger King Scholarship
award winner. At halftime of the
Homecoming football game, a check
for $10,000 was presented to UMM
and deposited into the Special Talent
Fund for Athletic and Co-curricular
Scholarships.
Fundraising for the Special
Talent Fund continues. Our thanks to
those of you who have made contributions to the fund. The first awards of
athletic aid will be granted in the 2000200 I school year. It is likely that in the
beginning the awards will be modest
with the ambition of expanding the
number and size of the awards in the
near future.

JOY CE CAIN FAMILY Lisa Cain, Pete Cain, and Linda Anderson are pictured
with Warrenn Anderson, who presented them with the Hall of Fame award.

INDUCTEES 1-r, Greg Lanners, Mark Williamson, Al Molde, Jeff Arnold

Tracking the Cougars
outstanding public liberal

A Brief Look at Cougar Athletics
Mens' Basketball
Head Coach Jim Severson is
cautiously optimistic about the Cougar
squad in 1999-2000. Two new veteran
coaches -- Jim Gremmels and Red
Severson, both 72, join the coaching
team (see story on page 15).
Returning are eight letter winners and seven players that have started
games. Two key players have begun
the season on the injured list -- senior
point guard Marquise Watts, Milwaukee, Wis., and junior forward Eric
Beckmann, Sartell, both NSIC Honorable Mention team last year.
Tory Spanier, Paynesville, returns to action after a medical redshirt
last year. Other returnees are Doug
Benson, Maple Plain; and Jamie Thompson, New London; Brent Frikken,
Belgrade; Garret Lamppa, Tower; and
Sean Severson, Menomonee Falls, Wis.
Junior college transfers Milton
Taylor, Riverdale, Ill., and Scott
Hemberger, Halstad, are expected to
play key roles for the Cougars. Freshmen that are being counted on to contribute are Jimmy Krieger, St. Paul ;
Andy Bray, Menominee, Wis.; Calvin
Miller, Chicago, 111. ; and Dusty Ward,
Burnsville.
Womens' Basketball
New head coach, Denise
Sandi far, took the reins of the program
in August. The Ellsworth, Kan ., native
comes to the Cougars from Oakland
City University, and the NCAA Division II program in Oakland City, Ind .
The "Lady Oaks" were a member of the
National Christian College Athletic Association (NCCAA). Sandifar compiled a 204-93 mark in 11 years at the
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helm of OCU, taking her team to the
NCCAA National Championships (final eight) on five occasions, finishing
as national runners-up in 1992-93, sixth
in 1994-95 , third in 1996-97 and 199798, and fifth in 1998-99.
The Cougars' 1999-2000 roster: Karen Voss, Sioux Falls, S. D.;
Tisha Anderson, Richfield; Heidi
Fredrickson,Becker; Rheann Piotter,
Windom; Erica Moats, Ely; Kristie
Forbes, Bankroft, S.D .; and Tara
Frauendienst., Sartell.
Freshmen: Jennifer Frikken,
Benson; April Larson, Grand Rapids;
and Sara Mulvaney , both of Elk River;
and Alicia Reyes, Fridley .

Mens' Wrestlin~
Challenge and opportunity -the best two words to describe the UMM
wrestling program this season. Returnees: Randy Rager, Pequot Lakes, goes
into his senior season as three-time AIINSIC Wrestling Team Selection, NSIC
Champion, two-time NCAA II Academic All-American, and 116 career
wins - seven wins shy of the all-time
win mark at UMM. Rager put up incredible numbers last season winning
an all-time record 43 matches . Rager is
expected to hold down the starting spot
at 165 pounds again this season.
Other returnees: Eric Bramos,
Mason , Mich ., runner up in the NSIC
championships and two-time All-Conference; Jarett Curtis, Sarasota, Fla.;
NCAA II national championship qualifier and NSIC runner up, Eugen Barbu,
Westland, Mich. ; Mike Weihrauch,
Sartell; Kris Hjelmeland, Jordan - Scott
West; Paul White, Miami, Fla. Recruiting class : Mark Corrado, Greenwood,

.~ ~ \ t e a m

members, along with their
ewalks for retail merchants
team asked businesses for
they competed this
out$800.

Tbe footbaU~ougar
;.fgi~;~~,f},§Q:Q;;~~ HHH Metrodome
in December, but at least one player won the heart of his If!OSt ardent fan. With
Midwest Sports Channel cameras rolling, Cougar offensive lineman, Adam
Johnson, Lewiston, capped the Cougars' season and his college football career by
asking Marisa Reyes, Fridley, to marry him. When the moment came, the Cougar
team unfurled a banner that said, ''Marisa, will you marry me? A.J." A surprised
Reyes said, "Yes!"

Hoffman makes conference first team
Junior receiver, Damien Hoffman, Starbuck, was named to the NSIC 1999 AllConference Football Team. Named honorable mention were senior quarterback,
Monti Ossenfort, Luverne; and junior linebacker, Awad Mubarak, Orlando, Fla.
1
Wrestlers ranked
Randy Rager was ranked #3 in the Jan. 12 NCAA II Coaches Poll at 165, and #7
in the NAIA Coaches Poll. Joel Fugleberg was ranked #8 at 141 pounds in the
NAIA. The mens' wrestling program is ranked #13 in the nation.

Neb .; Scott Ellingson, Burnsville; Joel
Fugleberg, Roseau; Ryan Hansen,
Cameron, Wis.; Brian Eddy, Goodrich,
Mich.; Grant McCann, SIJringfield,
S .D.; transfer Nick McGregor. Lennox,
S.D.

Womens' Wrestlin~
In 1999, the women wrestlers
won the Sunkist/ASU International
Open, the UMM Women's Open, the
Gord Garvie Memorial Invitational, the
FILA-Bison Open, the Northern Plains
Region al Championships along with
the University National Championships. In the process, UMM produced
20 All-Americans, eight national champions, placed four athletes into world
championship competition, and put

three wrestlers on the U.S. National
Team.
The 1999-2000 campaign
brings together a squad of 15 women
who have earned a combined total of33
All-American certificates.
Returning veterans: Katie
Dow ning, Pendleton, Ind.; Cassie
Inman, Rochelle, Ill.; Stephanie Looney,
Portsmouth, Va.; Crystal Metz, Little
Falls; Olivia Ocampo. Oxnard, Calif.;
and Beth Suppa, Ellwood City, Pa.
Talented recruiting class: Jennifer Donahoe, Goodrich, Mich; Lauren
Alderson, Colbert, Wash .; Kate Zeitler,
Gillett, Wis.; Samantha Branka, Lincoln Park, Mich. ; and Sally Roberts,
Federal Way, Wash.

"Griv.ly veterans" take
assistant helm/or mens'
basketball

•News Clips•
And then there were four

What are your plans when you
reach yo ur early 70s?
A little golf perhaps. Some
fishing. Ah ... retirement.
Jim Gremmels and Red
Severson chose a more active pursuit
- as assistant coaches for the Cougar
mens' basketball team .
They're both 72.
"The main reason I hired them
was to get them off of my back because
they were always giving me advice,"
joked Cougar Head Coach Jim
Severson. "So I figured they might as
well be my assistant coaches. Seriously,
if Phil Jackson can do this with the
Chicago Bulls and now the Los Angeles Lakers, then I can certainly do it here
at Minnesota-Morris."
Gremmels is one of the "original" 13 faculty at UMM and still teaches
there as professor of English: "As an
English professor I have probably risen
to my highest level of incompetency,
but now I am falling down to my highest level of competency by coaching,"
Gremmels
quipped;
more
seriously:"I'm happy to be back in
coaching. I like working with good
players and try to help them along a bit.
"Red and I have always had a
close relationship and admired each
others' coachi ng. I think we meld together. Red is probably one of the best
defensive coaches in the country and I
know a little bit about post play, so I've
been helping with the big men.
Gremmels established the

The Chancellor Search Committee submitted in December the names
of four finalist chancellor candidates to
University President Mark Yudof. The
candidates are Dr. Roy Austensen, Dr.
Jerome Garris, Dr. Nicholas Henry, and
Dr. Sam Schuman. The Search Committee took this action following careful scrutiny of the feedback forms and
other communications submitted.
Austensen has served as provost and vice president for academic
affairs at Valparaiso (Indiana) University since 1992.
Garris is the director of Foundation and Corporate Relations at
Claremont McKenna College (California). He was previously dean of the
College at Randolph-Macon College,
Ashland, Va., from 1984-1998.
Henry served as president of
Georgia Southern University,
Statesboro, from 1987-1998. Since
1998, he has been a professor of political science at Georgia Southern.
Schuman has served UMM as
its interim chancellor since 1998, and,
since 1995, has been vice chancellor for
academic affairs and dean, and professor of English at UMM.
Further action rests with President Y udof, who will interview the
finalists and make his selection.

•••••••••••••••••••
A hiking tour, to be led by
Chancellor emeritus Dave Johnson in
July to some of the most scenic parts of
the Swedish and Norwegian mountains,
welcomes UMM al ums, parents, and
friends .
Contact
Dave
at
j ohnsond@tc .umn.edu, (612) 333·6702, or the agency, 1-800-541-7506.

•••••••••••••••••••
the Orchestral Society, buying theirown
instruments and raising funds. They
chose a student conductor and appointed
a council to arrange rehearsals and
schedule concerts. The work of these
enterprising students laid the foundation for a program that, this year, has a
full-time director -- faculty member
Dean Dainsberg. Dainsberg most recently directed the orchestra at Jefferson
High School in Alexandria.

•••••••••••••••••••
Thirty-nine years ago Ralph
Williams started and conducted the college-community orchestra at UMM. After his retirement in 1978, the orchestra
was left without a faculty conductor
and the orchestra dissipated. In the
mid-80s, a group of students formed

RED SEVERSON, JIM SEVERSON AND GREMMELS talk strategy
during practice.
basketball program at UMM in 1960.
Red Severson is the father of
head coach Jim Severson. Red coached
at St. Cloud State and Mankato State
universities for 15 years, winning 10
conference championships and 66 per-

cent of his games.
Red Severson: "They call
us 'grizzly veterans' . But I think they
(the players) find that we have just as
much energy or more than they have."

A SERIES OF CAMPUS VISITS BY ST A TE AND FEDERAL LEGISLATORS has provided several opportunities for dialog between legislators and
faculty, students and staff. Among those who have visited the Morris campus
are members of the House Higher Ed Finance Committee, Sen . Cal Larson (RFergus Falls) and the Senate Higher Education Budget Division, Rep. George
Cassell CR-Alexandria) and Carol Cassell, Sen. Charles Berg (I-Chokio),
Torrey Westrom (R-Elbow Lake), and U.S. Sen. Paul Wellstone (D-MN). The
Morris campus is requesting, in its Year 2000 Capital Request, $8.2 million
dollars for Phase III of the science project, which includes renovation and safety
improvements for the existing science building. In the above photo, Sen. Larson
visits with Maddy Maxeiner, associate vice chancellor for external relations and
director of fund development.
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A Look Back at Historical Highlights of UMM

UMM HYMN
A note from the hymn's composer,
Ralph Williams:
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(Editor 's Note: In 1960, Ralph Williams organized the first Morris campus band, choir, symphony orchestra
and men 's chorus. )

Correction: In the fall 1999 issue of
Profile, the name of Stanley Kegler
was inadvertently omitted from those
who have received the Distinguished
Services Award. Kegler received the
award in 1988.
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In May of 1960, when Dr.
Rodney Briggs hired me to organize all
of the music groups at UMM, the first
thing he said was, "Would you write a
UMM Hymn?" For good measure I
also wrote a "Fight Song."
We used both of these songs
for several years. At some point someone made the decision that we should
sing the "Minnesota Rouser."
In 1962, we published songs
with a beautiful maroon and gold cover.
The Men 's Chorus sold copies of the
songs which paid for most of the cost
traveling to the Seattle World's Fair
where we performed.
Also in 1964, wemadearecord

of the Men's Chorus singing about ar.
hour concert. We sold many copies
of this record which paid for most of
the cost of our trip to the New York
World ' s Fair where we also performed .
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Ponder for the next issue:
The University of Minnesota celebrates its "sesquicentennial" (150th
year) in 2001. The Morris campus celebrates its 40th year in 2000. Can
you relate a Morris campus story of the past40 years? We'll select the best
one (or more) for a future issue.
Send your answer to Profile, Office of University Relations,
11 Education, UMM, Morris, MN 56267-2134 or e-mail <rileyjk@mrs.umn.edu>
page 15

1/lll-UI
Access University of Minnesota,
Morris information on the Internet.
The UMM homepage is located at:
<http ://www.rnrs.umn.edu>

Profile on the Web

/

Now you can read past and current
issues of Profile on the W arid Wide
Web. Access path is UMM
homepage/Campus Services/University Rel ations.

FIRST YEAR SEMINAR JAMBOREE More than 500 students came together in the First
Year Semi nar Jamboree to display projects and exhibits, and give performances. The event
culminated the inaugural year of the First Year Seminar at UMM.

Calendar ofEvents
At the Univer ity of Minnesota, Morris and Elsewhere
February 1-12

Gallery Exhibit
Karen Serago "Photographs of Taipei" and
Elizabeth Allison "City Scapes"

February4

UMM Reception
5 p.m., Plains Art Museum, Fargo
Men and Women Cougar Basketball
vs. Minnesota State University Moorhead Dragons
Nemzek Field House, Moorhead
Alumni Association Board Meeting
Mid~winter Reception, 5:30 p.m.
Grandma's (at Seven Comers), Minneapolis

February 10

Gallery Exhibit: John Hitchcock and Jessica
Larson "over & over & over & over..."

Feb. 21-Mar. 17

Mens' and Womens' Cougar Basketball
vs . Concordia St. Paul, Gangelhoff Center

February 25

Feli>ruary 25

Performing Arts Series: Jude Narita
Edson Auditori um, 7:30 pm

March 18

Performing Arts Series: Brave New World
Edson Auditorium, 7:30 pm

March 23 - April 2

Concert Choir East Coast Tour
Pending alumni event in New York City

March 30

Alumni event, Washington D.C.

April 8

Alumni Association Board Meeting

April 6-8

Jazz Fest

May 1-13

Annual Senior Student Arts Gallery Exhibit

Mil 12

October 6-8
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UMM Homecoming: Alumni Art Exhibit, Phi Mu
Delta Reunion, Science Building Dedication
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Read and then please Recycle
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The University of Minnesota, Morris is an equal opportunity employer and educator.

